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Thursday 28 November 2019
8.15-9.15 Registration & coffee
9.15-9.45 Opening session
	 Delphine Thivet (Deputy Director, Centre Emile Durkheim)
	 Caroline Dufy (Centre Emile Durkheim, Sciences Po Bordeaux)

9.45-12.30 Panel 1: States and the production of (in)security
Chair: Daniel Bach  (Centre Emile Durkheim, Sciences Po Bordeaux)

	 Eberhard Kienle (CNRS & CERI Paris)
 State Disintegration in the Middle East (or: in the MENA area): A Security  
 Challenge?
	 Alessandra Russo (Free University of Brussels & CED, Sciences Po  
 Bordeaux) and Chiara Loschi (University of Vienna, Austria)
 Reforming and Deforming State Templates at EU Borders. Insights From EU  
 Crisis Management in Libya and Ukraine

11:30–11:45  coffee break
Chair: ZAID EYADAT (University of Jordan)
	 Gul M. Kurtoglu Eskisar (Dokuz Eylul University, Izmir, Turkey) and  
 Tugcan Durmuslar (Dokuz Eylul University, Izmir, Turkey)
 Far Right Parties in Europe and Turkey: A Comparison
	 Aliaksei Kazharski (Charles University, Czech Republic) and  
 Monika Kubová (Central European University, Budapest, Hungary)
 Post-Soviet Russia in Search of Ontological Security

13 :00–14:00 lunch

14:00–17:30 Panel 2: (in)Security in The Region: Debates and 
Representations
Chair: Alessandra Russo (Free University of Brussels and Centre Emile Durkheim, 
Sciences Po Bordeaux)
	 Anna Valvo (University of Enna, Unikore, Italia)
 European Network Security Strategy: The Network Information Security  
 (NIS) Directive
	 Paolo Bargiacchi (University of Enna, Unikore, Italia)
 The European Way to Human Security

16:00–16:15  coffee break
Chair: liubov fadeeva (University of Perm, Russia)
	 Gilles Bertrand (Centre Emile Durkheim, Sciences Po Bordeaux) 
 De-securitizing Peace-Processes: The Cyprus and Israeli-Palestinian Cases
	 Damien Simonneau (Saint Louis University, Brussels, Belgium)
 “We need a fence!” A processual analysis of the manufacture of border  
 security from Israel, the USA  to the EU



Friday 29 November 2019
9.00-10.30 Panel 3: Reshaping  what frontiers stand for 
Chair: buket türkmen (Institut d’études avancées, Paris)
	 Lorenzo Gabrielli (GRIIM- University Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain  
 and Centre Emile Durkheim, Sciences Po Bordeaux)
 The Spectacle at The EU Borders. Theatralisation Of “Migration Crisis” as  
 An Analytical Prism Of Interest And Strategies 
	 Emma Empociello (Centre Emile Durkheim, Sciences Po Bordeaux)
 Geography of Securitization in Hungary: From the Construction of European  
 Mental Borders to the Negation of Asylum Rights
	 Inga Brandell (Södertörns Högskola, Sweden )
 From Banners To State Frontiers. Political Order and (In)Security in The  
 Southern and Eastern Mediterranean

10:30–10:45  coffee break

10:45–12:15 Panel 4: The Governance of Cross-Border Flows
Chair: Caroline Dufy (Centre Emile Durkheim, Sciences Po Bordeaux)
	 Zühal Ünalp-Çepel (Dokuz Eylül University, Izmir, Turkey)
 Overlapping or Clashing Political and Security Interests between Turkey  
 and the EU: The Case of Readmission Deal
	 Simone Tholens (Cardiff University, UK)
 Security Cooperation across The Mediterranean: Effects on  Conceptions  
 and Practices of Regionalism

11:30 -13:00 Special Seminar with the students of Sciences Po 
Bordeaux’s Franco-Russian Master Programme 
salle Monnet (B227)

	 alexey sazantovitch (University of Krasnodar, Russia)
 Social Media Visual Communication: Expressing People’s Perception of  
 the Human Security Issues in the Mediterranean and Black Sea Regions
	 Irina V. rayushkina  (University of Krasnodar, Russia)
 Internationalization of Higher Education in Russia: Challenges of National  
 Security

12 :15–13:00 Concluding remarks and Follow up
13 :00–14:00 lunch



(In)security and the dynamics of regionalism  
in the Euro-Mediterranean and Black Sea regions

 Europe, MENA and the Black Sea regions have been confronted, within the last decade, with 
uncertainties and threats that challenge established interaction as much as mutual representations. 
Protracted conflicts and internal wars, poverty, climate change, energy challenges and resource 
scarcity expose the inhabitants of the whole region, as well as migrants and refugees coming from 
other regions, to new vulnerabilities and insecurities. In the wake of the end of WWII in Western Europe, 
and following the decline of East-West rivalries, regionalism (both as an ideology and a political 
programme) and regionalization (as a process) in the Mediterranean region seemed to represent 
an enticing agenda, underlined and bolstered by liberal assumptions. Within the past decade, the 
assumptions associated with the idea of a ‘world of regions’ (and the unchecked expansion of 
multilateralism) have become confronted with renewed emphasis on sovereignty and the rise of new 
cross-border threats and challenges. 
 The purpose of the Bordeaux workshop is to provide a comprehensive assessment of 
thecognitive representations, processes and outcomes of (in)security with respect to infra-regional, 
cross-border and transregional flows in the wider Euro-Mediterranean region, including Middle East 
and North Africa, as well the Black Sea. Accordingly, special attention will be paid to the relevance/
need for adjustment of the various methodological approaches and various scales to tackle security 
issues: macro (state, regional organizations.) / micro (peoples’ perceptions) / meso (borders, cross-
border flows..) without reducing these phenomena to inter-state or international relations and rivalries.

In order to achieve these objectives, the workshop will endorse the different meanings
and dimensions of security, namely:
	 National security: the territory, the population and the state apparatus (democratic conception)
	 The pursuit of regime security under the guise of promoting national security
	 Collective security: the security of a state is the concern of all states. All states must there- 
 fore mutually guarantee their security and defend any aggressed state against any aggressor state
	 Human security: concerns above all the population (its well-being, health,  
 access to basic services, etc.) and the territory (preservation of natural resources), bearing in  
 mind that threats to these vital needs can lead to armed conflicts
	 The classical (national security), the neo-institutionalist or solidarist (collective & human  
 security), the post-modern (security as perceived by the actors) and their  overlap/inter- 
 connection in different contexts

These different dimensions and their interplay will be regrouped under three broad thematic
sessions that will focus on:
I. The States’ (in) security dilemmas
	 Mental maps and cognitive representations, genealogies: the reference to and imprint of  
 colonial and/or precolonial legacies
	 The resilience/survival strategies of so-called weak/failed states and regimes
	 The securitization of public policies: how one issue, once treated as a security concern,  
 translates into policies
II. The security/insecurity nexus
	 The imprint left by territorial disputes, conflicts, wars
	 Contending representations of security
	 Scale and levels of analysis & different types of actors (states, civil societies, business,  
 organized crime, diasporas and transnational networks of all types)
	 International sanctions as a tool
III. Cross border and transregional interactions
	 Trade, refugees, migrations terrorism: patterns and their imprint on regionalization processes
	 Migrations, responses and perceptions by state and non-state actors, (UN agencies, NGOs, etc.)
	 The European Neighbouring Policy : concept of third safe country, externalization of  
 migration control, assessing security issues together: European and Middle Eastern countries  
 military cooperation




